MIDDAY SESSION 1

$50 PAY OUT ON ALL GAMES
BUY-IN ON ELECTRONIC $20 PER HALF SESSION
BUY-IN ON PAPER $20 PER HALF SESSION

GAME 1 BLUE Any Easy Way | Four Corners $50
GAME 2 ORANGE Any Postage Stamp $50
GAME 3 GREEN Small Diamond $50
GAME 4 YELLOW Large Diamond $50
GAME 5 PINK Inside Corners $50
GAME 6 GREY Outside Corners $50
GAME 7 OLIVE Crazy Chevron $50
GAME 8 BROWN Any Easy Way | Four Corners $50
GAME 9 RED Any Postage Stamp $50
GAME 10 PURPLE Small Diamond $50
GAME 11 BLACK Large Diamond $50
GAME 12 TEAL Inside Corners $50
GAME 13 PEACH Outside Corners $50
GAME 14 LIGHT BLUE Crazy Chevron $50
GAME 15 WHITE Crazy Chevron $50

THERE WILL BE A 15 MINUTE BREAK BETWEEN THE FIRST & SECOND SESSION.

BINGO HOURS
TUESDAY - SUNDAY | DOORS 9:30AM | SALES START 10AM

MORNING SESSION
TUESDAY - SATURDAY
EARLY BIRD 11:30AM
SESSIONS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW

MIDDAY SESSION
TUESDAY - SATURDAY
SESSION 1 2:30PM
SESSION 2 3:45PM

EVENING SESSION
TUESDAY - SATURDAY
EARLY BIRD 6:30PM
SESSIONS IMMEDIATELY FOLLOW

SUNDAY
EARLY BIRD 11:30AM
SESSION IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWS
SUPER SUNDAY MIDDAY 2:30PM

Max 10 packs on PHD, No max on paper. $5 coupon good towards Main Sessions Only. First Half Bingo in Four numbers pays Progressive. $1 to Play. Reset $100. Second Half Bingo in Five numbers pays Progressive. $1 to play. Rest $100
MIDDAY SESSION 2

$50 PAY OUT ON ALL GAMES

BUY-IN ON ELECTRONIC $20 PER HALF SESSION
BUY-IN ON PAPER $20 PER HALF SESSION

GAME 1 BLUE Any Hard Way $50
GAME 2 ORANGE Easy Way & Corner $50
GAME 3 GREEN Stamp & 1 Corner $50
GAME 4 YELLOW Cross & 1 Corner $50
GAME 5 PINK Inside Square & 1 Corner $50
GAME 6 GREY 4 Outside & 1 Inside Corner $50
GAME 7 OLIVE Crazy Hard Way Chevron $50
GAME 8 BROWN Any Hard Way $50
GAME 9 RED Easy Way & Corner $50
GAME 10 PURPLE Stamp & 1 Corner $50
GAME 11 BLACK Cross & 1 Corner $50
GAME 12 TEAL Inside Square & 1 Corner $50
GAME 13 PEACH 4 Outside & 1 Inside Corner $50
GAME 14 LIGHT BLUE Crazy Hard Way Chevron $50
GAME 15 WHITE Crazy Hard Way Chevron $50

QUESTIONS? CALL THE BINGO HOTLINE AT 480-802-5058 OR VISIT HARRAHSAKCHIN.COM

Harrah's AK-CHIN CASINO

Max 10 packs on PHD, No max on paper. $5 coupon good towards Main Sessions Only. First Half Bingo in Four numbers pays Progressive. $1 to Play. Reset $100. Second Half Bingo in Five numbers pays Progressive. $1 to play. Rest $100

Must be 21 or older to gamble and take advantage of this offer. Know When To Stop Before You Start.® Gambling Problem? Call 1-800-522-4700 or 1-800-NEXT STEP. ©2018 Caesars License Company, LLC. See the Bingo Hall for complete details.